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in the admission of Students.  Students  had  fallen off very  greatly 
The PRESIDENT drew  the  attention of the members to  the increasc 

<luring  the  war years, the   mm~bers  rcported  as  admit,ted  at  the 
wrrrcsponding mectings  being 42, 31, 24, 9 and 68 respectively. In 

that showed a healthy  revival  after  the  war. 
1920 there were 190, and  at  the present  meeting 214. He  thought 
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' l  Deep-Water Quays : General Considerations of Design." 
By ERNEST LATHAM, N. Inst,. C.E. 

THE discussion which took place on certain  notes  read  before 
Section I1 of the 1921 Engineering Conference showed that  there 

scheme for '' {ockieing" the  River  Thames above  Gravesend. It 
Are great, if not  insuperable,  objections  and  difficulties t o  any 

follows that  the whole  of the  River  Thames  from London to  the 
sea  is likely to  remain  tidal  water for an indefinite period. Apart 
from  the  great  traffic  dealt  with  in  the  London Docks, there will, 
however, remain  the  subsidiary problem of establishing tidal deep- 
water quay?  in  the open river. 

undertakings proposed from  time to  time has been actually  carried 
Although, with one exception, none of the more comprehensive 

out,  there  has been steady  development  in  the  construction of 
deep-water  quays for special trades;  and  the firm of which the 
Author is a member  has, since the  War, been responsible for  the 
design of three  such quays-one completed and  two  under 
construction at the  present time-and is also interested  in  the 
maintenance of several  similar  undertakings. 

Thames, t o  berths  for  shipping of up  to 20,000 tons dead  weight, 
This  Paper  is  restricted to   the results of experience on  the 

and  to  quays  having a depth of water  varying hetwcen 10 feet  and 

the  Paper  the  subject is dealt  with  under t w o  headings,  namely :- 
32 feet at low water of ordinary  spring  tides. For the purposes of 

1. Considerations of design. 
2. Berthing facilit,ies. 

Considerations of Design.-That the  subject of dcsign is of great 
importance  may be judged  from  the  fact  that post-war work in 
the  River  Thames  has  cost  from f l O O  to  over E200 per  lineal foot of 
quay. These figures are  in themselves of little  value,  as it is nevcr 
possible to  make  any  real comparison of cost  between one deep- 

they  are of interest as showing how high prescnt-day (1920-1921) 
water  quay  and  another, unless the  conditions  are  identical;  but 
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costs  are,  and  as  pointing to  the necessity of designing  on the 
most economical lines. 

It is the Author’s  opinion that deep-water  quays  generally  afford 
efficient berthage  for  steamers  carrying single cargoes or cargoes 
in  bulk,  such as paper  pulp,  cement,  frozen  edible  goods,  and oil. 
The  largest  deep-water  quay  in one length  on  the  Thames  is that  
recently  completed by  the  Port of London  Authority a t  Tilbury, 
known as the Deep-Water  Cargo-Jetty. This quay is built  in  the 
open  river  adjacent  to  the  Tilbury Docks.  The greatest  berthage 
accommodation  in  deep  water is that  of the London and  Thames 
Haven Oil  Wharves,  Ltd., a t  Thames  Haven, where three  ships of 
20,000 tons  can be safely  berthed at   the  same  time.  Very  shortly 
this  accommodation mill  be increased to  berthage  for five such 
ships a t  one  time.  Other  instances of deep-water  quays  on a large 
scale  are  those of the Shell-illex Company a t  Shellhaven ; the 
Empire  Paper Mills a t  Greenhithe ; and  the  jetty of the  South 
Metropolitan  Gas  Company at Greenwich. 

There  seems bo be no settled policy  on  questions of design, but 
broadly  speaking,  designs  may be classified as (a) Open-piled 
structures,  and (6) “ Cylinder ” construction. 

Open-piled structures  may be subdivided  into  those of timber 
and  those of reinforced  concrete, and  the “ cylinder ” construction 
into  those of reinforced  concrete and  those of permanent sOee1 
cylinders filled with  mass  concrete.  The ‘‘ cylinder ” type of 
construction  has been adopted  by  the  Port of London  Authority a t  
Tilbury, a t  No. l Je t ty  Thames  Haven,  by  the  Imperial  Paper Mills 
Jetty, Gravesend, and at Greenwich,  Dagenham, and elsewhere. 

Design has to be governed  largely by  the  requirements of the 
wharfingers. If a structure  has  to be carried out  with  great  celerity 
there is generally  no  alternative to   an open-piled structure of 
timber. Since the War,  however, it has  been  almost  impossible to 
obtain  either Oregon or pitch-pine piles in single lengths long 
enough  for the purpose.  The Author  is  aware of the objections 
raised by  many civil  engineers to  the  driving of scarfed  t,imber 
piles. He has, however, recently  driven  several  hundred Oregon 
piles over 70 feet  long in connection  with  deep-water quay  construc- 
tion.  These piles were all  butt-jointed and fished at  the  joints 
with  l-inch  thick  mild-steel  plates 8 feet long. Each fish comprised 
four such  plates,  one  on  each  face of the pile, and  the pile was 
driven  with  the  shorter  section  forming  the lower end of the 
pile. These piles were driven to a set of & inch  with a 2-ton 
ram  having a drop of 2 feet 6 inches, as they  had  to  carry  heavy 
loads. There was  no instance of failure. 
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There  are  many  berths  on  the  Thames where quays  are con- 
strucied  in reinforced-concrete  open  piling, and one of the  best 
examples  is  the  deep-water  quay  constructod for the  Steamship 

M. Inst. C.E., was Engineer-in-Chief. Ono objection to reinforced- 
Owners' Coal Association a t  Purfleet, for which Mr. C. S. lfeik, 

concrete piled structures  is  that,  even  with  efficient  fendering,  the 
piles are liable to  fracture  under  the  impact of ships when being 

tions  are  exceptionally  bad,  the " cylindcr " form  of  construction 
h r t h e d  or by collision. On most sites,  except where the  founda- 

is  probably  the more economical and efficient, as the cylinders 

Fig. 1. 
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represent  a  substantial  mass which is not easily dislodged or 
fractured. 

Some  difficulty has been  experienced in  constructing  such 
cylinders in reinforced  concrete. There  appear  to  be  two  methods 
in use, one of them being that of first  driving piles and  surrounding 
them  with  pre-cast reinforced-concrete tubes,  bedding  the  latter  by 
means of divers  and bringing the work up  in  short sections, filling 
the space around  the piles with  rich mass  concrete deposited 
through  tubes,  and  inserting  suitable reinforcement up t,o a  point 

temporary  steel cylindrical sheaths or moulds and Constructing 
above  low-water level. The  other method  is that  of utilizing 

the columns within  these,  striking  the moulds on  their completlon. 
This  latter  method is now being  employed a t  Thames  Haven,  but, 
in  this case, it is  intended  to  leave a short  permanent  section of 
steel mould a t  the  bottom of each column. The gcncral outline of 

is  to secure  economy in  construction as far as is compatible with 
this design is given in Fig. 1. The principal object of this design 

providing a rigid structure.  The whole of the  superstructure 
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consists of simple triangular  frames (Fig, 2))  the walings and 
diagonals  being  pre-cast and  the cylinders  being  arranged in plan 
SO that  the  rear cylinders  come  intermediately  between  those of 
the  front row. As the Company's  business  consists  solely of oil 
wharfinging and refining, it has  been  possible in  this design to do 
away  with  a  large  portion of the  normal  superstructure, which in 
itself effects a  considerable  saving. 

Rerthing  Facilities.-In the Thames  estuary  there is considerable 
exposure,  and  there  are  fast  tides  to  deal  with. A familiar  form of 
berth is the  short  jetty-head  with  dolphins, which latter,  in  the 

Fig. 2. 
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DEEP-WATER QUAY NO. 6, THAME6 HAVEN. 

case of jetties  serving  big  ships,  are  spaced 300 feet t o  400 feet apart. 
Some  wharfingers are  endeavouring to abolish  dolphins in  all new 
construction,  as, owing to  their isolated  character,  they  are  liable 
to damage. In  this class of design the  berth  is of less length  than 
the  ship,  and it is essential that  the ship,  whether  assisted  by  tugs 
or  not,  should  present  a  definite  angle  with  the  face of the  berth 
when  being  brought  alongside.  The  reason for  this is that there is 
no " flexibility )) of position  open to  the  ship  as  there is in  the case 
of a  continuous  quay.  The  majority of berths  on  the  River  Thames 
consist of a  jetty-head  and  dolphins,  and  some  heavy  stresses  are 
thrown  on  the  latter  by  either  the  port  or  starboard bow of the 
ship when  being  berthed.  Experience  tends to  showthat  this class 
of berth  may become  superseded,  with the growt,h in  the size of 
ships seeking  berths  in  the open  river. 

R 2  
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The  continuous  quay,  on the  other  hand, possesses, in  the  Author's 
opinion, the  great  objection  that  it presents difficulties in mooring 
the  ship, owing to  the rise and  fall of tide, as i t  is difficult to  keep 
a large ship closely " pinned )) against  a  quayside unless the  breast- 
ropes  are of considerable  length, so as  to  render  the rise and  fall  of 
tide  almost negligible. This  particular difficulty was  clearly  brought 
forward  in a recent case, where  a  continuous  quay  frontage,  1,350feet 
long,  was  originally  proposed.  The  range of tide was,  however, 
nearly  19  feet a t  O.S.T., and  there were certain  objections  to  such 
a  continuous  quay-face. It was felt that  the " spring " ropes 
could be dealt,  with, but  that  the bow and  stern  ropes would have 
to be increased  in  number and  carried a t  awkw-ard angles to 
allow for the rise and  fall of tide.  There  appeared  to be some 
doubt also if a  ship so moored  could be regarded  as sufficiently 
held against  the  jetty. Unless t-his latter condition is secured, t,he 
hampering of the work of discharge is always to be feared. In  the 
case of a jetty  and dolphin  combination,  as  the  ship's  stem and  stern 
project  beyond  the  dolphins,  thc bow and  stern  ropes  may be carried 
ashore,  which is a  perfectly  satisfactory  method  where it can be 
adopted.  This is the  present  practice a t   many quays,  and t.he 
shore  ropes  are  generally of sufficient length to afford a~nple  
allowance  for the rise and  fall of tide,  but it must  be  remembered 
that physical  conditions  do  not  always  permit  the  adoption of this 
type of design. 

In  all  future design of deep-water  quays,  careful  co-operation 
with officers of the Mercantile  Marine as  to " layout )) is essential. 
The  latest  development a t  Thames  Haven  has been an  attempt  to 
combine the  advantages of a  jetty-head  and  dolphins  with  those 
of  a continuous  quay.  This design  brings the dolphins  and jetty- 
head into one structure (Pig. I ) ,  by which i t  is hoped to  secure  the 
following advantages :- 

( U )  Increased  strength at   the ends of the  berth, which are 
the more  vulnerable  points. 

(b)  Facilities  for  attaching  the  ships' " springs " to  the  quay 
and  not  to isolated  dolphins. 

(c)  A clear  space for the ships'  breast-ropes  to be carried 
ashore,  avoiding  the  possibility of " nipping ') them 
on a falling  tide. 

This l a p u t  was  only  arrived a t  after  several conferences ; it may 
be  improved  upon,  and,  as  the  subject is by no  means  restrict,ed to 
the  Thames  Estuary,  the  Author trusts it will be  fully discussed. 

In the  Deep-Water  Cargo-Jetty a t  Tilbury  there  are  apparently 
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no sprrial  arrangements  to compensate for  the rise and  fall  of  tide, 

effic.ient,ly held alongside without  undue  attention t,o and  manipu- 
and  it is now a matter of some interest  to see if  ships can  be 

lation of t,he  shore ropcs. This  paint  in  tidal deep-m.ater quays 
requires  attention. 

It may  he of interest t,o give an  example of horn big ships arc in 
fact, moored in  the  Thames,  and Fig. 3 illustrates a case  of a large 

range of spring  tides  is  about 19 feet. There is apparently no 
vcesel moored alongside a jett,y provided with  dolphins, where the 
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definit,ion of the t ,eml " deep-nater  quays,"  and  in  the rase of a 

perly inchldc berths  having, say, 30 feet of \I-atcr a t  high tide. 
t,idal river with a fairly  largc  mnge of tidr, t,bis t,erm might pro- 

In  this connection the &4nt,hnr has  dralt with caws of ships  up t'o 

maining partially  water-home at l o a  \r-at,er. Serioua damage occurs 
6,000 1,011s dead  seight coming a longde  at,  snch  berths,  and re- 

and rrrrnt  experience,  following  t,he coal st,rike of 1921, whcn a 
to some ships if t h  hed of the hPrt,h is not a truly level plateau, 

gr?;it dcs l  of foreign  coal was hronght int,o  llle Ilivrr Thames, has 

occasion considcrable  straining of vessels taking  the ground. I n  
s h o ~ ~ n  that  very slight  incqualit,ies  on a Thames  ballast hod will 

the case of such  berths i t  is essential that  periodic soundings should 
hc taken,  and  any  inequalities  removed  by  means of scientific 
drcdging,  the  familiar  rccoursc  to dredging hy  grab being quite 
unsatisfactory. Inequalities cannot ho sat,isfactorily flattened  out 
hy  means of a grab, the use of which, in  fact, is likely t o  make 
matters worse instead of better;  and even  when  dredging, t.he ladder 
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of the  dredger  must be frequently moverl, the  adjustment being 
governed by  observations on a tide-gauge. 

In the case of one quay on the Thamcu, at which a maximum 
of over 800,000 tons of coal is discharged annually,  any  delays 
caused by damage  to  shipping  represents so scrious a loss that  the 
wharfingers  havo institntcd  the  practice of keeping  very  careful 
records,  both as regards  the  periodic  snrvey of the  berth  and of 
thc  actual  position  in which each  individual  ship is moored. 

The  Paper is accompanied by  three  tracings, from which the 
Figures in  the  text havo been prepared. 
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